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Abstract— We propose an optimization approach to design
cost-effective electrical power transmission networks. That is,
we aim to select both the network structure and the line
conductances (line sizes) so as to optimize the trade-off between
network efficiency (low power dissipation within the transmission network) and the cost to build the network. We begin with
a convex optimization method based on the paper “Minimizing
Effective Resistance of a Graph” [Ghosh, Boyd & Saberi]. We
show that this (DC) resistive network method can be adapted to
the context of AC power flow. However, that does not address
the combinatorial aspect of selecting network structure. We
approach this problem as selecting a subgraph within an overcomplete network, posed as minimizing the (convex) network
power dissipation plus a non-convex cost on line conductances
that encourages sparse networks where many line conductances
are set to zero. We develop a heuristic approach to solve
this non-convex optimization problem using: (1) a continuation
method to interpolate from the smooth, convex problem to
the (non-smooth, non-convex) combinatorial problem, (2) the
majorization-minimization algorithm to perform the necessary
intermediate smooth but non-convex optimization steps. Ultimately, this involves solving a sequence of convex optimization
problems in which we iteratively reweight a linear cost on line
conductances to fit the actual non-convex cost. Several examples
are presented which suggest that the overall method is a good
heuristic for network design. We also consider how to obtain
sparse networks that are still robust against failures of lines
and/or generators.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The power grid of today was not systematically planned
but grew in a piecemeal fashion. In spite of this it is
largely reliable, arguably among the greatest engineering
achievements of the 20th century. However, this status quo
is now challenged with increased demand and stress on the
aging network leading to extremely costly and growing-inscale blackouts and operational problems. A shift towards
renewable sources of energy will further stress the grid as
these resources are intermittent and thus not reliable in the
traditional sense. These changes emphasize the importance
of incorporating new and extending existing infrastructure
in a systematic way. In this paper we present a proof of
principles study suggesting an efficient algorithmic approach
for optimal or close to optimal power grid design.
A. Motivation
A key challenge in updating and extending the power grid
is determining where to place new transmission, generation
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and storage facilities or in some cases how to design a
new grid from scratch. Specifically, the present theoretical
study was motivated by the national challenge of integrating
renewables into operation of the existing US grid. Renewable generation, such as wind and solar, are intermittent.
Moreover, regions where wind is plentiful often lack adequate transmission lines. Effective and reliable exploitation
of renewables requires planning. The National Renewable
Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) WinDS project [13], [14] is
an excellent first step, however, it does not account for
power flow stability or grid resiliency. A study of the WinDS
solution performed at LANL [15] has discovered that it
results in an often infeasible electric grid suggesting there
is a problem in generating globally optimal solutions that
accommodate intermittent renewable generation.
Our paper develops an approach towards the challenging
problem of planning cost-effective and robust extensions of
the power grid to accommodate growing demand and longterm addition of renewables. Our approach may also provide
a starting point for practical planning approaches such as the
one proposed in [15].

B. Related Work
The initial inspiration for our approach was the convex
network optimization methods of Ghosh, Boyd and Saberi
[10]. Building on earlier work [5], they consider the problem
of minimizing the total resistance of an electrical network
subject to a linear budget on line conductances, where they
interpret the total resistance metric as the expected power dissipation within the network under a random current model.
We extend their work by also selecting the network structure.
We impose sparsity on that structure in a manner similar
to a number of methods that modify a convex optimization
problem by adding some non-convex regularization to obtain
sparser solutions, such as in compressed sensing [6]–[8]
or edge-preserving image restoration [12]. The method of
Candes et al [6] is especially relevant to our approach.
They recommend the majorization-minimization algorithm
[11] as a heuristic approach to sparsity-favoring non-convex
optimization.
Another important element of our approach is that we
follow a similar strategy as in the graduated non-convexity
algorithm [1] in that we solve a sequence of optimization
problems that interpolates from a convex relaxation of the
actual non-convex problem. A somewhat similar approach
has been used to obtain sparse transport networks [2].

C. Our Contributions
We adapt the convex network optimization approach
of Ghosh et al [10] to design power transmission
networks by demonstrating how AC power flow (to
first order approximation) can be modeled by a (DC)
resistive network model and specializing Ghosh et al’s
random current model and linear cost on lines to fit our
application.
• We propose a non-convex, discontinuous generalization
of this problem that more strongly encourages sparsity
in the network solution by adding a fixed cost for each
(non-zero conductance) line. We develop a heuristic
method for solving this latter non-convex optimization
problem using the following ideas:
1) We use a continuous relaxation of the non-convex,
combinatorial problem that arises by replacing the
discontinuous step-function by a smoothed proxy
with parameter γ allowing interpolation between
the tractable convex optimization problem (large
γ) and the intractable non-convex, combinatorial
optimization (γ = 0).
2) We use the majorization-minimization algorithm
to heuristically solve the necessary non-convex
optimization steps of this procedure by iteratively
linearizing the (concave) smoothed step function.
• Lastly, we extend all these methods by designing networks that are robust against the failures of a small
number of lines and/or generators. Essentially, this is
done by replacing the convex power-dissipation metric
by the worst-case power dissipation after removing
some k lines and/or generators.
The paper is structured as follows: (Section II-A) reviews
the resistive network model; (II-B) discusses how AC power
flow is modeled by DC resistive network; (III) presents the
convex network optimization problem; (IV) presents the nonconvex extension to enforce sparsity; (V) presents robust network design; (VI) indicates a number of potential extensions
of our method and other challenging open questions.
•

II. T ECHNICAL P RELIMINARIES
The optimization approach developed in Section III is
based on the resistive network model explained in Section
II-A. We also describe (Section II-B) that a modification of
the effective resistive network is adequate for the standard
AC power flow model when considered in the leading DC
approximation.
A. Resistive Network Model
We give a brief introduction to electrical networks [3],
[9]. Let G denote a graph with node set N = {1, . . . , n}
and m (undirected) edges {i, j} ∈ G ⊂ 2N . We assign edge
weights θij ≡ θji ≥ 0 for all {i, j} ∈ G (θij = 0 for all
non-edges {i, j} 6∈ G). Regarded as a resistive network, the
edges {i, j} ∈ G represent the lines of the network with
θij being the conductance (inverse resistance) of a line. We
also use ` ∈ G to index lines of the network. We define

the conductance
matrix K(θ) ∈ Rn×n of the network by
P
K(θ) = {i,j}∈G θij (ei − ej )(ei − ej )T where ei ∈ Rn are
the standard basis vectors. This is the edge-weighted graph
Laplacian of G based on line conductances. Thus,

−θ
i 6= j
P ij ,
Kij (θ) =
,
(1)
θ
,
i
=j
k6=i ik
One may also write K(θ) = ADiag(θ)AT where Diag(θ) =
P
T
m×m
is a diagonal matrix and A ∈ Rn×m is
` θ` e` e` ∈ R
the incidence matrix of G with columns a` = ±(ei − ej ) for
each edge ` = {i, j}.
Let b ∈ RN represent the vector of injected currents —
nodes with bi > 0 are sources, those with bi < 0 are sinks
and bi = 0 for transmission nodes. In the resistive network,
these represent currents being injected into (or drawn from)
each node by an external source. Given K and b, we obtain
the (relative) electrical potential among the nodes u ∈ Rn
by solving the linear system of equations:
Ku = b

(2)

We observe the following properties of the conductance
matrix (assuming connected G and non-zero θ):
• K is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix:
uT Ku ≥ 0 for all u ∈ Rn . As we will see later,
this represents the fact that power dissipation is nonnegative.
• K has a single zero eigenvalue associated to the “ones”
eigenvector: K1 = 0. This indicates that for b = 0 we
must have uniform electric potential.
• For any other eigenvector Ku = λu (besides u = 1) it
holds that 1T u = 0 and λ > 0.
T
It
Pis required that the total injected current is zero, 1 b =
i∈N bi = 0, so that (2) can be satisfied. Then, there is a
one-dimensional space of solutions of the form {u0 + c1|c ∈
R} for any u0 solving Ku0 = b, that is, the solution is
uniquely determined up to an overall additive shift of the
electric potentials. There are several approaches one might
use to “regularize” the problem of computing u such
P that the
solution becomes unique. Here, we require that i ui = 0,
obtained by solving the n × n system of equations K 0 u = b
based on the invertible matrix K 0 = K + 11T . One may
check that K 0 1 = n1 and all other eigenvalues and eigenvectors of K 0 are the same as for K. The regularized solution
to (2) is then given by u = K + b where K + , (K +11T )−1 .
Current flow within the network is then determined by the
electric potential u and Ohm’s law: the current flow from i
to j is bij = θij (ui − uj ). Since θij = θji , P
it of course holds
that bji = −bij . One may verify that bi + k6=i bki = 0 for
all i (current is conserved at each node). The total power
loss over the network (due to resistive heating of the lines)
is given by:
X
L=
θij (ui − uj )2 = uT Ku
(3)
ij∈G

Substitution of u = K + b into this equation gives L =
bT K + KK + b = bT K + b. If we fix the graph structure G

and the loads b, then the power loss becomes a function of
the conductances L(θ) = bT (K(θ) + 11T )−1 b. It is simple
to generalize the power loss objective to account for random
fluctuations of the load b. For a random current the expected
power loss is:
L(θ)

=

hbT K + (θ)bi

=

hTr(K + (θ)bbT )i

=

Tr(K + (θ)hbbT i)

=

Tr(K + (θ)B)

(4)

where we have defined the matrix B , hbbT i, which is
a sufficient statistic of the random current model for the
purpose of computing the expected power loss. Importantly,
L(θ) is a convex function, which is the basis for convex
network optimization methods [5], [10].
B. DC Approximation to AC Power Flow

III. C ONVEX N ETWORK O PTIMIZATION

The existing power grid uses the AC voltages and currents
generally described in terms of complex amplitudes and lines
with complex impedances, in contrast to real currents and
positive conductances of the resistive network setting. In
spite of this difference, the resistive network framework can
be used to approximate the AC system [16].
Indeed, (3) still holds in the case of AC flows if (ui −uj )2
is replaced by |Ui − Uj |2 , where Uj is a complex potential
at the node j of the network and K now stands for the
real part of the network admittance matrix, also called the
network (AC) conductance matrix [16]. In a healthy AC flow
the voltage magnitude is stabilized to a constant (unity in the
rescaled power units). In the so-called DC approximation,
where this stabilization is assumed ideal, Uj = exp(i ϕj )
where real ϕj is the phase of the potential and i 2 = −1.
Susceptance of a transmission power line, defined as the
imaginary part of the line admittance, is normally an order of
magnitude larger than the respective real part (conductance
of the line). Then the DC-approximation of the AC Kirchhoff equations, with the conductance completely ignored,
becomes
p = K̃ϕ,

(5)

where p is the vector of real power (with its components
being production/consumption at the graph nodes), and K̃
is the imaginary part of the network admittance matrix, also
called the network susceptance matrix, and (5) thus accounts
only
P for the lossless transfer of real power over the network,
i pi = 0. We note that K̃ has all the same essential
properties of K listed in Section II-A.
Substituting (5) into the aforementioned expression for the
power losses over the network and keeping only the leading
DC-approximation terms (first order in the conductance-tosusceptance ratio) one arrives at an expression for losses
L = 12 pT K̃ + K K̃ + p,
+

T −1

between the DC-approximation model and the basic resistive
network model will consist in this additional re-scaling
factor whose particular value is any case irrelevant to the
network optimization discussed in Section III. In particular,
this translation from the resistive network model to the DCapproximation of the AC-flow model means that (4) turns
2
into L(θ) = µ2 Tr(K + B) where B characterizes the random
(real) power flow through the network.
The main conclusion of this subsection is that with proper
(and trivial) rescaling the resistive network model is completely adequate to describe losses in the leading order DCapproximation of the AC-flow model of the power grid.
Therefore, with the understanding that we have neglected
reactive power flows, we may without loss of generality work
with the resistive network model in the remainder of the
paper.

(6)

where K̃
, (K̃ + 11 ) . We assume that the
conductance-to-admittance ratio, µ, is kept constant for all
the lines, i.e. K̃ = (1/µ)K. Then, the only difference

In this section we develop the main convex optimization
method we use to design electric power transmission networks. This involves optimizing the line conductances for
a given graph to minimize the expected power loss subject
to a linear constraint (alternatively, adding a linear penalty)
on the vector of line conductances. This is a generalization
of the convex optimization problem posed in [10], which
inspired our approach of this paper. The main contribution
of this section is in adapting their problem formulation
to design electric power transmission networks. In later
sections, we also use this convex optimization method as the
core engine within an iterative method for performing nonconvex network optimization with the aim of discovering
good sparse network structures.
A. The Network Optimization Problem
First, we state the general form of the convex optimization
problem that we consider, and provide further details in the
following subsections. As discussed in Section II-A, we are
given a graph G of n nodes and m edges. The statistics
of currents (power flows in the DC-approximation of AC
system) through the network are described by an n × n
matrix B. Our aim is to assign the line conductances θ to
balance the competing objectives of (1) maximizing network
efficiency (minimizing the expected power dissipation within
the network) and (2) minimizing the cost of building the
network with conductances θ.
We now specify a simple linear cost model on the line
conductances. We model
Pthe cost (say, in dollars) of building
the network as αT θ = ` α` θ` . The coefficients of this cost
objective may be set as α` = cg −1 s2` where c is the price
of copper (per unit volume), g is the conductivity of copper
and s` is the total length of line `. Then, αT θ represents
the total cost of copper needed to build the network with
topology G, lines of length s` and conductances θ` . This
follows as the conductance of a line of length s` and crosssectional area a` is θ` = ga` s−1
` . Hence, the volume of a
line is s` a` = s` (g −1 s` θ` ) = g −1 s2` θ` and the cost of a line
is cg −1 s2` θ` = α` θ` . Note that the problem of optimizing

line conductances is essentially the same as line sizing due
to the linear correspondence between conductance and crosssectional area.
Given G, B and α one may then select the line conductances θ to make the network as efficient as possible
(minimizing the expected power loss due to resistive heating
of the lines) subject to a linear constraint that the total cost
of building the network must be no greater than a specified
budget C:
minimize L(θ)
subject to θ ≥ 0
αT θ ≤ C
This is essentially the same as the convex optimization
problem posed in [10]. The total resistance metric that they
considered is recovered by setting B equal to the identity
matrix. This was interpreted as the expected power loss under
a Gaussian random current model b ∼ N (0, I) (modulo a
projection to enforce the constraint 1T b = 0). Equivalently,
one may replace the budget constraint by a linear penalty on
network cost, solving the convex optimization problem:

min L(θ) + λαT θ
θ≥0

The parameter λ > 0 is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing
the budget constraint (the two problems are equivalent for
corresponding values of C and λ). Alternatively, we may
set λ−1 = pT where p is the cost of power generation and
T is the expected operational lifetime of the network. Then,
the solution of the penalized optimization problem yields the
most cost-effective network design, minimizing the sum of
the cost to build the network and the cost to operate the
network over its operational lifetime. In the remainder of
the paper, we focus of this latter form of the problem setting
λ = 1 (redefining α → λα).
Our main contribution in the remainder of the section is
to further tailor this problem to the setting of electric power
transmission by appropriate definition of B.
B. Single-Generator Formulation
First, we address the simplest case of optimizing a network
with multiple independent random loads supplied by a single
generator at a specified location. For non-generator nodes
we specify the mean load b̄i = hbi i < 0 and the standard
1
deviation σi = h(bi − b̄i )2 i 2 . At transmission nodes we set
b̄i = 0 P
and σi = 0. At the generator node
P we must have
b0 = − i6=0 bi to satisfy the constraint i bi = 0. Then,
the overall random load matrix B = hbbT i is given by:
 P

P
( i6=0 b̄i )2 + i6=0 σi2 −1T (b̄b̄T + Σ)
B=
−(b̄b̄T + Σ)1
b̄b̄T + Σ
where Σ = Diag(σ) is the diagonal covariance matrix of
non-generator loads. One could also use a general covariance
matrix Σ if cross-correlations among the consumers is known
(e.g., induced by hidden variables such as the time, season
or environmental factors such as temperature).

C. Multiple-Generator Formulation
Next, we consider the case that there are two or more
generators within the network. One could consider explicitly
modeling the full matrix B, including both power consumption and generation. However, for controlled power generators this is not realistic because the response of generators
to meet demand will surely depend on the network itself
(being designed) and moreover is adaptive to fluctuations
in the spatial distribution of demand. To provide a more
realistic model of power generation, we will assume that
power generation is always chosen optimally in response
to demand and network configuration. That is to say, for
any given demand bc the generation bg is chosen subject
to minimize bT K + (θ)b where b = (bc , bg ), subject to the
constraint 1T bg = −1T bc . Then, averaging the optimized
power loss over the distribution of bc leads to a new convex
objective L̂(θ) that we may use in the convex network
optimization problem.
Although this may at first appear to be more complicated,
it turns out there is a simple trick that allows us to transform
it back to the problem we have already considered. Let G0
be an augmented representation of the network in which
we include one auxiliary node 0, considered as a virtual
generator, and where we add auxiliary lines connecting this
virtual generator to each of the real generator nodes of G.
Now, we may apply the formulation of Section III-B to this
augmented model, where the virtual generator is treated as
the only generator and the actual generator nodes of G are
now treated simply as transmission nodes. By setting the
conductance of virtual lines to infinity, we can allow current
(power) to flow freely without dissipation from the virtual
generator to the real generators. Thus, solving for power
flows in this augmented network model uses the optimal
flow (minimizing power dissipation) and is equivalent to
optimizing the power generation in the original model. We
omit technical proofs, which essentially involve showing that
the current flow described by Kirchoff’s laws is efficient.
Finally, rather then actually setting the virtual lines to have
infinite conductance, we can make the cost of conductance on
these lines negligible in comparison to real lines, so that the
virtual lines are assigned very large conductances (relative to
real lines) in the solution of the convex network optimization
problem.
D. Convex Optimization Algorithm
In this section we briefly describe the method we use to
solve the convex network optimization problem. The main
technical result ones needs are formulas for the gradient
vector and Hessian matrix of the expected power loss L(θ).
Generalizing those derivations of [10], one obtains:
1
∇L(θ) = − diag(AT K + (θ)BK + (θ)A)
2
∇2 L(θ) = (AT K + (θ)A) ◦ (AT K + (θ)BK + (θ)A)

Similar to [5], [10], we enforce the non-negativity constraint
θ ≥ 0 using the log-barrier function [4]:
(
)
X
T
min L(θ) + α θ − ζ
log θ`
θ>0

`∈G

The solution of this modified problem will always be strictly
positive. One may obtain a close approximation to the
optimal solution of the original problem for sufficiently small
values of ζ [5]. Efficient algorithms start by (approximately)
solving this problem for a large value of ζ and then iteratively
updating the solution for a decreasing sequence of ζ values.
It is straight-forward, using the formula above, to implement
Newton’s method with back-tracking line search to minimize
this convex objective function [4].
We remark one technical difficulty we have encountered.
Using the formula L(θ) = Tr(K + (θ)B), it may not always
be possible to make ζ arbitrarily small. This is due to
numerical difficulties with computing L(θ) when the graph G
is becoming effectively disconnected due to many θ’s going
to zero. The matrix K(θ) + 11T is becoming singular in
such cases, such that the formula for L(θ) should really be
reformulated with respect to a subgraph of G with non-zero
conductances. However, these technical difficulties may be
avoided by not letting ζ become so small that K(θ) + 11T
becomes numerically singular. In future work, it may be
desirable to develop a robust way of computing L(θ) in such
cases so that ζ can be made arbitrarily small.
E. Demonstrations
We now describe our fist set of demonstrations, based on
four examples that we revisit in later sections. All examples having essentially the same graph topology but with
different configurations of demand and generation nodes.
The graph G is comprised of a w × w grid of nodes (with
w = 9 or 10) and has lines between nearest and secondnearest neighbors of the grid (resulting in vertical/horizontal
edges between nearest neighbors and diagonal edges between
second-nearest neighbors). Transmission, consumption and
generation nodes are respectively marked as black dots, blue
dots and red dots. We set α = 1 on horizontal/vertical edges
and α = 2 on diagonal edges. We have b̄ = −1 and σ = 31 at
consumer nodes; and b̄ = σ = 0 at transmission nodes. Fig. 1
shows the result of solving the convex network optimization
in four examples. In the multiple generator case (seen at
lower-right), we do not show the virtual generator or the
lines to this generator. We observe that:
• The solution is somewhat sparse in these examples
(it does not use all edges of G) but is not as sparse
as possible (it is not a minimal tree/forest needed to
connect consumers to generators).
• It is not necessary that all transmission nodes are
involved in the solution, as shown by the example seen
at the lower-left of the figure.
• With multiple generators (lower-right), the power transmission network may become disconnected, with each
generator serving a particular subset of nearby consumer
nodes.

Fig. 1. Illustration of globally optimal network designs in the convex
network optimization method. The strength of a line (conductance) is
indicated by the darkness of the drawn edge, such that zero-conductance
lines are not seen.

IV. S ELECTING N ETWORK S TRUCTURE
In this section we present a non-convex generalization of
the approach taken in the preceding section. As we have seen,
the convex optimization method does not always produce
sparse solutions, i.e., it will typically use most of the edges
of the graph G. In practical applications, we expect that such
solutions are undesirable, as we would like to use the simplest network (with as few edges as possible) that is sufficient
to meet power transmission requirements. Towards this end,
we reformulate the network cost part of our optimization
objective so as to favor solutions with fewer edges. However,
this then gives a non-convex optimization problem, which is
generally intractable to solve exactly. Hence, we develop a
heuristic approach to find good solutions of this non-convex
optimization problem. Using the majorization-minimization
algorithm, we are able to approximately solve the nonconvex problem by instead solving a sequence of convex
optimization problems. Moreover, each convex optimization
problem will be of the form solved in Section III, with
the vector α being iteratively modified. Thus, the methods
of Section III provide an optimization engine for the nonconvex optimization method developed in this section.
A. Sparsity-Favoring Network Cost
In practice, we may also require that the network should
by sparse. We formulate this by adding a cost on all lines
with non-zero conductance so as to encourage solutions with
as few lines as possible:
min{L(θ) + αT θ + β T φ(θ)}
θ≥0

where φ(t) is the unit-step function, φ(0) = 0 and φ(t) = 1
for all t > P
0, which is applied element-wise to θ such that
β T φ(θ) = ` β` φ(θ` ). Note the φ(t) is non-convex (in fact,
it is concave on t ≥ 0) and discontinuous at t = 0,
Whereas the linear cost αT θ essentially represents the
cost of copper needed to build the network, the non-convex

cost β T φ(θ) represent other costs that do not scale with
conductance, e.g., the cost of purchasing/leasing right-of-way
along corridors of land along the lines and other expenses
(labor, poles, towers, environmental impact) that do not tend
to zero for low-conductance lines. More realistically, we
expect the actual cost of a line to be a concave function of
conductance approaching an affine function for large enough
conductances. The simple model above roughly captures this
behavior.
However, minimizing this discontinuous objective function
is now a difficult combinatorial optimization problem. In order to find the optimal solution, one would need to enumerate
all possible subgraphs of G and perform a convex network
optimization within each subgraph. Clearly this is not a
scalable approach. We instead propose a heuristic solution
method in the following subsections.
B. Annealed Smoothing Method
To avoid having to perform a combinatorial optimization,
we begin by smoothing the objective function to a continuous (albeit non-convex) objective. This is accomplished by
replacing the step function φ(t) by a continuous penalty
function with smoothing parameter γ > 0:
t
φγ (t) =
t+γ
We observe that 0 ≤ φγ (t) ≤ 1 (for t ≥ 0), φγ (0) = 0
and φγ (t) → 1 as t → ∞. Hence, φγ may be regarded as
a smooth approximation to the step function φ. Moreover,
φγ (t) → φ(t) as γ → 0, such that the optimal solution of the
smoothed problem should approach that of the combinatorial
problem for sufficiently small γ. However, because this gives
a non-convex optimization problem, there may be many local
minima and it can still be intractable to determine the global
minimum.
Next, we observe that for very large values of γ we have
φγ (t) ≈ 0 (over a large range of t) so that the smoothed
problem becomes equivalent to the convex optimization
problem. This suggests an “deterministic annealing” strategy
in which we start with the solution of the tractable convex
problem (corresponding to large γ) and then iteratively
update the solution while gradually decreasing γ to a small
value (approximating the difficult combinatorial problem).
At each stage of this annealing procedure, we must solve a
non-convex minimization starting from an initial guess corresponding to a local minima of the preceding optimization.
C. Majorization-Minimization Algorithm
The approach described above requires solving (heuristically) a sequence of non-convex optimization problems. In
this section, we present the algorithm used for this purpose.
It is an instance of the general majorization-minimization
algorithm [11], which we now review. Consider an objective
function of the form
f (x) = f∪ (x) + f∩ (x)
where f∪ is a convex function and f∩ is a concave function.
In order to seek a local minimum of f , one may iteratively

linearize the concave part f∩ and minimize the resulting
convex upper-bound to f . That is, given the previous guess
x(k) of the solution, we may then approximate f∩ (x) by its
linear upper-bound:
f∩ (x) ≤ f∩ (x(k) ) + ∇f∩ (x(k) )T (x − x(k) ).
This gives a convex upper-bound approximation of the
objective:
f (x) ≤ f∪ (x) + ∇f∩ (x(k) )T x + const
where const is independent of x. We then minimize this
convex function to obtain the next guess:
n
o
x(k+1) = arg min f∪ (x) + ∇f∩ (x(k) )T x .
x

This procedure is guaranteed not to increase the objective
f (x) and typically converges to a local minimum of f (x).
However, saddle-points and local maxima are also unstable
fixed-points of the algorithm. Adding a small random perturbation to x will cause the method to leave such non-minimal
fixed-points.
It is straight-forward to apply this method in our present
setting with x = θ, f∪ (θ) = L(θ) + αT θ and f∩ (θ) =
β T φγ (θ) (note that φγ (t) is concave). Doing so, we obtain
the following iterative algorithm:
α`

(k)

=

α` +

θ(k)

=

n
o
arg min L(θ) + (α(k) )T θ

γ

 β
(k−1) 2 `
γ+θ`

θ≥0

(7)

Observe that the optimization problem is of the same form
that we considered in the Section III (with a modified value
of α) and can hence be solved using the methods of that
section.
To accelerate convergence of the convex optimization
algorithm, the parameter ζ of the barrier method may be
kept fixed to a small value after the initial optimization.
This is usually more efficient because small changes of the
smoothing parameter γ or the coefficient vector α typically
do not produce a large change in the optimal θ. However,
occasionally it can happen that reducing γ can cause a local
minima to disappear, such that the algorithm must migrate
to another local minima. When this happens, as indicated by
Newton’s method not converging after a reasonable number
of iterations, it is better to “restart” the barrier method with
a large value of ζ.
D. Demonstrations
We return to those four examples introduced in Section
III-E. √Setting β = 1 on horizontal/vertical edges and
β = 2 on diagonal edges, we obtain the solutions seen
in Fig. 2 using the smoothed-annealing and majorizationminimization methods described in this section. In these
examples, the graph is “thinned” to a minimal tree or forest
sufficient to distribute power to consumer nodes from the
generator(s). However, the level of thinning actually depends
on the relative sizes of α and β, e.g., for smaller values of
β one can obtain intermediate solutions between those seen
in Figs. 1 and 2.

We note that the robust power loss serves as a barrier function
to ensure that the graph remains (k + 1)-connected, such
that every consumer node must be connected to the (virtual)
generator by at least k + 1 distinct paths.
Lastly, we remark that we may apply the same method in
the multiple-generator setting by requiring robustness with
respect to failures of lines to the virtual generator in the
augmented network representation, which is equivalent to
allowing for failures of generators.
B. Gibbsian “Soft-Max” Optimization

Fig. 2.

Illustration of sparse network designs. Compare to Fig. 1.

V. ROBUST N ETWORK D ESIGN
In this section we propose a simple modification of the
methods of the previous sections to obtain network designs
that are robust to the failure of lines and/or generator of the
network.
A. Imposing Robustness to Line/Generator Failures
First, we observe that the expected power loss L(θ) acts
as a kind of barrier function which enforces the constraint
that the network must remaining connected such that every
consumer node is connected to at least one generator node.
For instance, if we gradually reduce θ to zero on any subset
of edges that separates a consumer node from all generators,
the power loss L(θ) will tend to infinity.
Now, suppose that lines of the power network are subject
to failures, meaning that the conductance of a line is set to
zero. We would like for the network to still be able to supply
the consumers and do so without large power dissipations
(e.g., caused by having to route large currents through lowconductance lines after a failure). Let z ∈ {0, 1}m be an
indicator vector of line failures such that z` = 1 for failed
lines and z` = 0 for operational lines. The power dissipation
after removing failed lines is L(θ; z) , L((1 − z) ◦ θ).
Suppose that we require that the network is robust to up
to k line failures. Then, the worst case power dissipation is:
L\k (θ) = max L(θ; z)
1T z=k

Importantly, we note that this robust power dissipation is a
convex function of θ because the point-wise maximum of a
collection of convex functions is also a convex function. We
may then design our power network so as to minimize the
robust objective:
n
o
min L\k (θ) + αT θ + β T φ(θ)
θ≥0

Again using the annealed smoothing and majorizationminimization methods, this results in a sequence
of convex

optimization problem of the form minθ L\k (θ) + α̃T θ .

While this approach results in a convex optimization
problem, its solution using standard steepest descent methods
such as Newton’s method is complicated by the fact that
L\k is non-smooth (it is not everywhere differentiable). One
could handle this using non-smooth optimization methods
such as subgradient descent. However, these methods tend
to converge slowly. We avoid this complication by using
the Gibbsian “soft-max” function with smoothing parameter
τ > 0:
X


L\k
exp τ −1 L(z; θ)
τ (θ) = τ log
1T z=k

This is a smooth, convex function of θ and gives an upper\k
bound to L\k (θ). Moreover, Lτ → L\k (uniformly) as τ →
0. Thus, smooth convex optimization of L\k (θ) provides a
good approximation to the non-smooth convex optimization
of L\k for sufficiently small values of τ .
C. Demonstrations
Again, we return to those four examples discussed previously in Sections III-E and IV-D. Using the smoothed robust
power loss with k = 1 and τ = .01, we obtain the robust network solutions seen in Fig. 3 using the smoothed annealing
and majorization-minimization methods. Observe that these
graphs are two-connected, such that every consumer node is
connected to the (virtual) generator nodes by at least two
distinct paths. Also, the multiple generator solution is now a
connected graph so as to be robust to failure of a generator.
VI. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
In summary, we have developed an optimization approach
to design electric power transmission networks with the aim
of balancing network efficiency versus the cost of building
the network. At the core of our methods lies a convex network optimization problem generalizing methods of [5], [10].
We also have proposed non-convex extensions of this basic
line-sizing problem to further encourage network sparsity.
This allows the heuristic design of the network structure
G by seeking a sparse solution within an over-complete
graph. We developed a heuristic solution technique using
smoothed annealing and majorization-minimization methods
[1], [6], [11]. So far, the experimental results obtained by
these methods in toy problems have yielded very reasonable
networks that appear to be optimal or near-optimal solutions
of the proposed optimization problem.
There are many possible extensions of the basic optimization model we have developed. We begin by listing some

using formulations that introduce auxiliary variables so as to
allow Newton’s method to use more efficient linear solvers
(e.g. nested dissection) that exploit sparsity of the initial
graph G.
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Fig. 3.

Illustration of robust network designs. Compare to Fig. 2.

straight-forward extensions that may give a better fit to realworld applications:
• Modeling renewable power generation. This may be
handled as we have treated consumer nodes, but with
positive b̄i .
• Incorporating constraints on the maximum output of
generators. This is especially relevant in the multiplegenerator setting.
• Modeling power storage capabilities (e.g. hybrid and
electric vehicles). These are nodes of the network that
may absorb power from the network when there is a
surplus and then re-emit this power when demand is
high.
• Allowing for load shedding. For a number of reasons,
it may become necessary that not all of the demand
for power can be met so that load shedding becomes
necessary. It would be good to treat this somehow both
in our random current model and in how we model the
handling of line and/or generator failures.
• Putting (convex) constraints on the power dissipation
and/or current per line. These is important to avoid
over-loading lines in the first place (to avoid cascading
failures).
• Rather than designing networks from scratch, we may
also plan extensions/upgrades to existing networks in
a similar manner simply by including existing line
conductances at no cost.
A less trivial direction to explore is that of directly treating
the AC power flow problem (rather then using the leading
order DC approximation). However, so far it is unclear if
this can be usefully treated within a convex optimization
framework.
Another direction to explore concerns developing more
efficient algorithms. The methods we are using so far all
involve convex optimization procedures with per-iteration
complexity that grows essentially as O(n3 ) (fixing the degree
of G). We anticipate that more scalable algorithms (e.g.,
O(n3/2 ) for planar or near-planar graphs) should be possible
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